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Abstract—The brain has long been divided into distinct areas
based upon its local microstructure, or patterned composition
of cells, genes, and proteins. While this taxonomy is incredibly
useful and provides an essential roadmap for comparing two
brains, there is also immense anatomical variability within areas
that must be incorporated into models of brain architecture.
In this work we leverage the expressive power of deep neural
networks to create a data-driven model of intra- and inter-
brain area variability. To this end, we train a convolutional
neural network that learns relevant microstructural features
directly from brain imagery. We then extract features from the
network and fit a simple classifier to them, thus creating a
simple, robust, and interpretable model of brain architecture.
We further propose and show preliminary results for the use
of features from deep neural networks in conjunction with
unsupervised learning techniques to find fine-grained structure
within brain areas. We apply our methods to micron-scale X-ray
microtomography images spanning multiple regions in the mouse
brain and demonstrate that our deep feature-based model can
reliably discriminate between brain areas, is robust to noise, and
can be used to reveal anatomically relevant patterns in neural
architecture that the network wasn’t trained to find.

Index Terms—Deep learning, convolutional neural networks,
brain architecture, feature extraction, unsupervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much of comparative neuroanatomy relies on our ability
to effectively model the architecture of the brain, both at
the level of individual anatomical structures (e.g. myelinated
axons, blood vessels and cells) as well as entire brain areas
(e.g. cortex, thalamus and striatum). Abstractions of various
structures and regions of the brain then allow us to quantita-
tively characterize and compare brains across different ages,
disease states or neurological conditions.

Unfortunately, effectively modeling brain architecture in a
way that truly captures the heterogeneity in the distribution of
various components across different brain areas is a difficult
problem. Addtionally, problems in imaging such as noise and
blur, as well as partial or misaligned fields of view only
exacerbate the problem of being able to develop an expressive
enough model of general brain structure [1]. As a results,
traditional models of brain areas based on finding landmarks
in different regions of the brain and feature extraction with
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pre-defined bases such as wavelets [2], [3] have worked
with limited success, in large part because of the extensive
experimentation and domain expertise required to develop the
hand crafted features used in these models. With the advent of
deep learning however, we now have ways of learning features
of neural microstructure directly from brain imagery [4].

In this work, we introduce an approach that leverages
the power of deep neural networks as feature extractors to
model the structural variability within and across brain areas
(Figure 1). We approach this problem through the lens of
discrimination, training a deep convolutional neural network
(CNN) to distinguish different brain areas in a given sample.
The resulting network provides us with a set of rich features
which can be used to study the structure and continuous
variability in different brain areas of interest.

Using this deep feature-based modeling approach, we then
ask questions such as:

• How are different brain regions related to one another?
By having measures of how brain areas are related to
each other, we can identify as well as quantify their
hierarchical organization [5].

• How likely is a sample to come from a specific brain
area? An answer to this question can be used to poten-
tially find outliers, or other diseased or abnormal regions
in a sample [6], [7].

• Can further sub-divisions exist within a brain area of
interest and if so, how can we find them? An answer to
this question can be applied to further find architectural
sub-divisions and micro-organizational patterns such as
barrels and columns [8].

We apply our method to a microtomography dataset that
spans multiple different brain areas, and show that our pro-
posed deep feature learning based approach can indeed be
used to not only discriminate between but also quantify the
relationship between different brain areas directly from brain
imagery. We also show the superiority of our method over
using pre-trained networks for the same task by demonstrating
that the latter couldn’t provide the same quality of features for
our tasks. Finally, we used our method to reveal insights in
neural architecture by further subdividing a region of interest
and found that our approach could reveal structure in brain
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Fig. 1. Overview of deep feature learning approach to modeling brain architecture. Our pipeline consists of three main steps: 1. Training a deep neural
network, 2. Extracting features from the trained DNN and 3. Fitting a (low dimensional) model on the extracted features.

architecture beyond what the network was trained to find. This
opens up many possibilities for finding new subdivisions in the
brain and providing automated ways to extract more fine-scale
features from brain structure.

II. RELATED WORK

Feature extraction using deep neural networks has been
studied extensively by the machine learning community in the
past. Works such as [9]–[11] were some of the first to explore
the use of deep networks as feature extractors. However, they
were restricted to the unsupervised setting and did not leverage
any class labels when training networks for feature extraction.

More recently, works such as [12], [13] approached deep
feature extraction from a supervised standpoint and utilized
class labels when training the network. However, these works
mainly looked at these features from the lens of transfer
learning and generalizability. Zeiler and Fergus [14] showed
that features extracted from a convolutional neural network
trained on the Imagenet dataset significantly outperformed
hand-crafted ones when combined with a classifier such as a
support vector machine (SVM) on a datasets such as Caltech-
101, 256 and PASCAL-VOC 2012. Razavian et al. [15]
furthered this line of work and performed an extensive study
on the use of CNN features off the shelf using the OverFeat
feature extractor [16] and were perhaps the first to show
that astonishingly, classification pipelines consisting of deep
extracted features appended with an SVM could consistently
outperform trained state-of-the-art systems in a variety of
visual classification tasks on various datasets.

Since then, works in different domains such as speech
[17] and botany [18] have utilized pre-trained networks as
feature extractors. These ideas have found application in
neuroanatomy as well, with Chen et al. [19] using features
extracted from a pre-trained CNN appended with a linear
classifier to discriminate between different brain areas.

In our work, we train a CNN on the task we care about,
rather than using a pre-trained network as feature extractor
and fit a generic classifier on our extracted features as our
final model for the different brain areas. We find that this
approach outperforms (albeit slightly) both, i) A CNN trained
end-to-end on the task, and ii) Classification pipelines with
features extracted from pre-trained networks and an appended
classifier. We also further explore the use of the extracted deep
features and the information encoded in them to sub-divide and
discover fine-grained structure within brain areas.

III. METHODS, EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

1) Details of multi-area brain dataset

To test our idea of using deep learning-based feature ex-
traction for modeling brain architecture, we obtained a large
(∼ 5mm3, 5.9x109voxels) thalamocortical slice from a mouse
brain that spans both cortical (somatosensory) and deep-brain
areas (thalamus, striatum) and acquired three-dimensional
image volumes with X-ray microtomography as described
in [20]. This dataset provided sufficient resolution for our
analysis, revealing diverse structures (e.g., myelinated axons,
cells, and blood vessels) that provided details necessary for a
trained anatomist to divide the sample into distinct brain areas.

This 3D image volume was then divided into regions-of-
interest using multiple 2D sections that spanned five different
brain areas, as well as the internal capsule (white matter)
(Figure 2A). After annotating the 2D slices, we then extracted
128 x 128 patches (pixel size is 1.17 microns) from the dif-
ferent brain areas: somatosensory cortex (Ctx), hypothalamus
(HypoTh), striatum (Str), the ventral posterior (VP) region of
the thalamus, and zona incerta (ZI), as well as white matter
(WM) (Fig. 1). We created a training, validation, and test
set by selecting ∼2000 images/class for the train and 1000
images/class for the validation and test sets. Samples from
the three datasets, are separated by 50 microns to ensure
that the slices would be sufficiently different to avoid model
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Fig. 2. On the left, we display an example of an annotated slice of the
thalamocortical volume. Different colours signify different brain areas. On
the right, we show examples of 128x128 image patches sampled from the
different brain areas.

overfitting. The images in the training set were sampled such
that they belonged strictly to the interior of a class and did not
include portions of the boundary, or other classes. However, we
made no such restrictions on the data sampled to be part of the
validation and test sets. Our data curation strategy ensured that
our training, validation and test sets all spanned the different
classes uniformly, represented the heterogeneity in the classes
adequately, and were sufficiently different from each other
so as to ensure a certain degree of generalizationa and avoid
overly optimistic results.

2) Training a CNN to discriminate across brain areas

We trained a feed forward convolutional neural network to
discriminate between the six different classes in our dataset.
We used the ReLU activation function throughout and our
network had 7 layers - the first four being convolutional layers
with kernels of size 7x7, 5x5, 3x3, 3x3 and 16, 32, 64, 128
filters respectively, followed by three fully connected layers
with 1024, 64, 6 nodes respectively. The loss function used is

Fig. 3. Results of brain area prediction at scale using a convolutional neural
network architecture. Top: Confusion matrix for the performance of the CNN.
Bottom: The precision, recall, and f1-scores for the network split across
different brain areas.

simple cross entropy and the optimizer used was Adam with
a learning rate of 1e-4.

Our best performing model was chosen on the basis of its
performance on the validation set, and achieved an accuracy
of 88.88% on the test set. To confirm our model’s ability to
perform well on large scale data, we tested the model on an
entire slice of the thalamocortical volume which had more
than five million 128x128 image patches in total. Even at this
scale, we obtained consistent, accurate results across a range
of different brain areas (Figure 3).

The overall accuracy for the trained CNN at scale was 80%,
demonstrating that the features learned by the network are
sufficient to resolve differences across a diverse set of areas,
even when they exhibit significant overlap. Moreover as seen
from the confusion matrix in Fig. 3, the trained CNN can
easily distinguish between classes that are significantly dif-
ferent from each other in distribution but is slightly confused
between areas that share boundaries and have similar structural
compositions. Our results therefore suggest that CNNs can be
used to learn features that reliably separate the brain areas of
interest in our study and that the mistakes made by the network
would be similar to those a human would make.



3) Feature extraction from deep neural networks

After obtaining a network that can reliably discriminate
between different brain areas, we examined the activations
at the network’s last hidden layer (Fig. 1). Representations
formed at this layer provide rich and concise abstractions of
the high dimensional inputs fed to the network and allow us
to ask questions about the different latent factors of the data.
To study the population level responses of the network, we
collected representations for all our samples (across all six
classes) and arranged them in a matrix X ∈ RN×D where N
is the total number of samples and D is the dimensionality
of the extracted representations (i.e. number of units in a
layer). Studying joint network activations across a multitude
of inputs allows us to develop an understanding of the global
characteristics of the trained CNN, revealing insights into the
behaviour of the network across a variety of test inputs.

4) Testing the extracted representations in transfer learning

Furthermore, the activations at the last hidden layer of a
deep neural network have been shown to be useful as off-
the-shelf features for generic computer vision tasks [14]–
[16], and the same approach has been applied to medical
imaging tasks as well [19]. We therefore chose to examine the
suitability of these last-layer representations from our trained
network as features for a generic classifier (e.g. a simple
logistic regression classifier or an SVM) in a simple brain area
discrimination task, and how they fared in comparison to those
extracted from (ImageNet) pre-trained networks. Our analysis
(Fig. 4) revealed that with appropriate supervision, the features
extracted from InceptionNet and other pre-trained networks
were capable of obtaining high accuracy in predicting the
intended classes. It should be noted that the accuracies of all
simple supervised classifiers trained on the extracted features
from all networks was quite comparable to the final accuracy
of the end-to-end trained CNN. Impressively, in some cases,
the accuracy of the simple classifiers was even slightly higher
than that of the end-to-end trained CNN. These findings are
in line with previous results in both machine learning research
and medical imaging and brain histology problems similar
to our application, where pre-trained nets have been used
successfully as fixed-feature extractors.

However, the features extracted from fixed pre-trained
networks failed to perform well on a simple unsupervised
clustering task, thus showing that they inherently contain a
limited amount of relevant information about the structure of
brain areas. Here we fit a gaussian mixture model (GMM)
on the training data (i.e. extracted features for samples in
the training set) and predicted the clusters of the test data
(extracted features for samples in the test set) using the
GMM. We found that extracted features from all the pre-
trained networks had very low V-Measure scores and were
significantly outperformed by the features extracted from the
trained CNN. Furthermore, in our second set of experiments
where we added some noise to the images, we found that
the features extracted from the pre-trained networks failed to
enable separation of the different classes, while the features

Noise variance

Fig. 4. Performance of different classifiers and clustering methods when
trained using features extracted from a trained CNN and different pre-trained
convolutional neural networks. On top, the performance on the test set for
supervised classifiers (SVM-Linear, SVM-RBF, linear regression (LR)) and
for an unsupervised clustering method (GMM). The score for the GMM
is the V-Measure since accuracy cannot be generally defined for clustering
techniques. On the bottom, we show the performance of the LR classifier
when presented with noisy data.

extracted from the CNN were far more resilient to even
moderate levels of noise and showed a less drastic degradation
in performance (Fig. 4). These experiments speak to the lack
of separability in the extracted features of the fixed pre-trained
networks and make a strong case for those extracted from a
deep network that is trained on the task.

5) Low-dimensional structure and modularity in network ac-
tivations

Consequently, while pre-trained networks appear to provide
good performance as feature extractors in the presence of
little to no noise on supervised tasks, our experiments in
the unsupervised and noisy settings led us to hypothesize
that there would be major differences in the structure of



features in a pre-trained net versus a trained network. Thus,
we computed the Gram matrix of the normalized extracted
features given as G = XXT (Figure 5). The ideal structure
of such a matrix would be block diagonal, and therefore the
structure of the matrix G indicates how characteristic the
features are of a particular class as well as how suitable
they are for a discriminative task. We quantified how far the
covariance matrices for the representations using the trained
CNN and two other pre-trained networks were from their
ideal block diagonal structure D by computing 1

N ||G−D||F
where ||.||F is the Frobenius norm. As expected, we found
that the covariance of the features of the trained CNN was the
closest to being ideally block diagonal with an approximation
error of 0.28. On the other hand the pre-trained networks had
much higher approximation errors of 0.56 (Inception) and 0.72
(Resnet18), thus confirming our hypothesis that representa-
tions from the trained CNN and pre-trained networks show
significant structural differences.

From an anatomical perspective, the similarities and differ-
ences between brain areas that we hoped to see were also
present in the structure of the features’ covariance matrix. For
instance, cortex and striatum, as well as VP and ZI, which
are examples of brain area pairs that are neighboring and
have similarities in their structural distributions were highly
correlated with one another, while those areas such as Cortex
and VP are more dissimilar. Finally, the properties discussed
previously also held true for the low-dimensional representa-
tions of the features extracted from the trained CNN, as seen in
Figure 5 where we observed that neighboring and anatomically
similar areas showed up close together with a certain amount
of overlap while significantly different areas were very clearly
separated. However, neither the covariance matrices nor the
low-dimensional representations showed much structure for
the pre-trained networks.

Our analyses of the features extracted from different net-
works therefore confirmed two facts: i) Features formed in a
trained neural network are better structured and anatomically
accurate than those from pre-trained networks, and ii) The
features from the former can capture the relationships amongst
different areas, are highly informative of brain structure and
can be used to effectively model the continuous intra- and
inter-area variability in brain architecture.

6) Further sub-dividing regions of interest

Taking this one step further, we examined whether features
learned in a trained CNN could be used to further divide a
brain area. We tested this idea on a slice in cortex, given
that we know that it consists of six different layers that can
be distinguished by cell density [21]. After densely sampling
image patches in the region of interest and organizing their
features along the cortical depth as seen in Fig. 6, we reduced
the dimensionality of our extracted features using principal
component analysis (PCA) to both, denoise the features as
well as orient them in a way that would presumably align
with key latent factors of the data. We then applied K-Means
clustering to the low-dimensional features (k=4 clusters). We
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Fig. 5. Visualization of low-dimensional and modular structure of network
activations from trained CNNs. From top to bottom: The covariance matrices
and 3D PCA representations of the features extracted from the trained CNN
(top), InceptionNet (middle), and ResNet (bottom).

found that we could quite clearly identify regions near layers
1 and 2/3, as well as transition zones around them (Fig. 6).
These preliminary results of the sub-division experiment show
that areas of varying cell density can be determined through
combining deep extracted features and unsupervised learning.
This method thus shows promise in being able to reveal
structure beyond what the network has been trained to see
and classify in the images its trained on.
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Fig. 6. Using deep features to find regions of low and high cell density in
cortex. In the image on top, we show an X-ray slice which spans five out
of six cortical layers, starting with white matter (Layer 6) on the left (not in
picture) and progressing to Layer 1 (top of cortex) as we move to the right.
When applying k-means to cluster the extracted features (bottom), our method
divides the sample into regions with low cell density, higher cell density, and
transition zones. In this example, two layers can be extracted, near Layer 2/3
(left) and Layer 1 (right).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed an approach that uses deep
feature extraction to form a model of brain architecture. We
applied our method to a X-ray micro-tomography dataset and
showed that our method provides meaningful representations
of different brain areas. We also showed that features learned
in deep networks can be used to reveal subdivisions in tissue
in a biologically plausible manner. This study opens up the
possibility of using deep learning to extract features from
neural datasets that can be used to further reveal fine-scale
organization of brain structure without needing to specify these
labels a priori.
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